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Abstract—This work presents significant developments in Net-
worked Control Systems based on PID, Internal Model Control
and Smith Predictor algorithms. The main purpose of this re-
search paper is to study the performance and robustness offered
by these control design methods in handling the challenging con-
trol problem encountered with systems subject to time-varying
delays and dropouts. It is expected that proposed design methods
achieve design requirements such as margins of robustness, per-
formance criterions and stability conditions while the simplicity
and flexibility of the controller are preferred. Performance of
these controllers is evaluated and extensive simulations of these
methods are presented using Matlab TrueTime toolbox.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is harder to design Networked Control Systems (NCS)
to meet performance objectives than simple process control
systems. This is down to two important reasons. Firstly, it
has to consider system dynamics and disturbances. Secondly,
constraints of the network such as dropouts and delays limit
the performance of the control system.
The compensation of time-varying delays in NCS is a
complex problem that requires controllers with high levels of
performance and robustness to ensure reliability in the control
system. The need for a simple and flexible algorithm that
fulfils these requirements has given birth to different methods
of controlling NCS. In this paper, novel methods of designing
PID controllers for NCS are presented.
A. Smith predictor controller design for NCS
The most important characteristic of this controller is that
the design and performance will depend on the information of
the process model and the time delay. The closed-loop transfer
function for this system is depicted in (1).
y(s)
r(s) =
C e−τca s Gp e
−τp s
1+C Gpm+C e−τca s (Gp e
−τp s−Gpm e
−τpm s) e−τsc s
(1)
where u(t) is the controller output, y(t) stands for process
output and r(t) is the reference signal. The network delays are
represented by the sensor-to-controller delay and controller-
to-actuator time delay τsc and τca, respectively. C(s) is the
controller, Gpm(s) is the prediction model of the controlled
plant Gp(s) and τpm is the prediction value of the process
time delay τp.
According to (1) if the prediction model matches accurately
the dynamics of the process model, the delays of the network
Fig. 1. System outputs for Smith predictor
can be effectively eliminated from the characteristic equation.
However, for a real process subject to disturbances and varia-
tions of its parameters, the accuracy of the prediction model
is not perfectly guaranteed. Furthermore, an analysis of this
situation and effects on the performance of the controller is
presented.
1) The PI controller tuning: For a good performance and
robustness in the control design, a standard PI controller in
the inner loop of the Smith predictor structure is tuned using
the AMIGO rules [1].
2) Numerical example: Consider the following first order
plus dead time (FOPDT) process which has been selected to
test the effectiveness of the control system using the TrueTime
simulator.
Gp(s) =
1
2 s+ 1
e
−2 s (2)
The TrueTime network has been configured for Ethernet pro-
tocol. The equivalent time-discrete controller has been found
using the Euler backward approximation and a sample time
Ts = 0.01 s. The controller execution time is set 0.0002 s.
The PI parameters are found using the AMIGO tuning rules
as K = 0.65, Ti = 2.1818. For the Smith predictor, the model
parameters were chosen equal to those of the process. Finally,
to test the system subject to disturbances, a step disturbance
signal which amplitude is 0.4, is introduced at t = 25 s.
Fig.1 shows the closed-loop response without delays. The
solid line shows that the output can reach the desired value
in a few seconds. Moreover, it responds quickly to the dis-
turbance demonstrating a good prediction of the output. The
performance of the design has been measured with the ITAE
criterion as shown in Table I.
Next, the delays and dropouts have been set in TrueTime
simulator. To simulate the effect of the time delay, an in-
terfering node sending disturbing traffic over the network is
implemented with an occupation of the 47% of the network
bandwidth. The dropouts have been set up through a loss
Fig. 2. Time instants of data dropouts Ploss = 30%
probability Ploss = 30%. The time instants of dropouts from
sensor-to-controller dpsc(k) and from controller-to-actuator
dpca(k) are depicted in Fig. 2. From the simulation, the mean
values for time delay from controller-to-actuator and from
sensor-to-controller are τca = 0.5 s τsc = 1 s, respectively.
The dashed lines in Fig. 1 represent the scenario with delays.
Although the process has a larger rise time, no overshoot and
zero steady error are observed. On the other hand, it can be
seen that the controller returned the system smoothly to the set
point after the application of the disturbance. ITAE criterion
returned a value of Jr = 39.09 for the servo control and
Jd = 62.34 for the regulatory control. This value is bigger
than the previous scenario (Jr = 20.35 and Jd = 56.07) which
demonstrates the adverse effect of the delay in the NCS.
B. Adaptive IMC for NCS
An adaptive Internal Mode Control (IMC) algorithm is
created to address the challenge of compensation of time delay
and dropouts in NCS. A recursive least squares estimator is
implemented to estimate the discrete process model on-line
and adapt it during every sampling period. The model and a
filter are used for the design of the IMC controller.
The closed-loop transfer function for this system is:
y(s)
r(s) =
Q(s)e−τcasG(s)
1+Q(s)e−τcas[G(s)−Gm(s)]e−τscs
(3)
where Q(s), G(s), is the function of the controller and the pro-
cess respectively. Gm(s) is the internal model of the process.
The model can be represented as G(s) = Gm+(s) Gm−(s),
where Gm− is the invertible part of the process model and
Gm+ is the non-invertible part.
The design of the controller is performed by the cancellation
of the invertible part of the process model and the addition of
a filter. Thus, the transfer function Q(s) is:
Q(s) = Gm−(s)F (s) (4)
The typical transfer function of the filter is:
F (s) = 1/(λ s+ 1)n (5)
where λ is the time constant of the filter and it is used to tune
the closed-loop response. The value of n is chosen to obtain
an appropriate transfer function.
According to (3) when G(s) 6= Gm(s) the closed-loop
transfer function becomes:
y(s)
r(s)
=
G−1m−(s)F (s)e
−τcasG(s)
1 +G−1m−(s) F (s)e
−τcas[G(s)−Gm(s)]e−τscs
(6)
Fig. 3. System outputs for adaptive IMC
Equation (6) shows that the stability of the system decreases
due to variations of process parameters. Thus, the IMC
structure is improved with the combination of an adaptive
algorithm. The essential part of the adaptive system is the
identification of the process parameters. The identification
algorithm is implemented using a recursive least squares
estimation for discrete systems.
The process example used in (2) is considered here. The
forgetting factor is set as 0.98, Ts = 0.5 s and a desired
closed-loop time constant as λ = 0.96. The response of the
system is depicted in Fig. 3. There is a large rising time as a
result of the large value of λ.
In addition, network delays and dropouts have been configu-
red in the same way as described in previous section and the
results for the adaptive IMC controller are shown in Fig.3.
According to the simulation, the proposed method can
tolerate the percentage of dropouts without becoming unstable.
However, the response is very slow and it has a poor recovery
after the application of the disturbance. The sluggish in the
output is expected since the time constant value of the filter
is high. Although some simulations were performed using
smaller values the system became unstable, therefore, the slow
response was preferred.
C. A design of robust PID controller using gain/phase margin
The study considers the implementation of a robust PID
controller for a first order system subject to an uncertain time
delay. Aiming this, the method in [2] is followed in this work.
The characteristic equation of the system is modified by adding
a gain-phase margin tester function. A set of stability equations
is defined to find the desired gain margin and phase margin
boundaries that are represented in a parameter plane. Then,
the PID parameters that guarantee the required margins are
obtained from the resulting admissible region in that plane.
Consider the open-loop transfer function as:
G0(s) = N(s)/D(s) (7)
where N(s), D(s) stands for the numerator and denominator,
both polynomials function of s. By letting s = jω and writing
it in terms of magnitude A and phase φ, this is equivalent to:
D(jω)−
1
|G(jω)| ejφ
N(jω) = 0 (8)
Define: A = 1|G(jω)| and θ = φ + 180
◦. If A= 1 means that
θ is the phase margin of the system and θ = 0 results in
A becoming the gain margin. Therefore, the gain and phase
margin can be determined using the characteristic equation of
the system with a gain-phase margin tester.
F (jω) = D(jω) +Ae−jθN(jω) = 0 (9)
Fig. 4. Kp − Ki plane
Consider the process in (2) and the PID controller with parallel
structure:
C(s) = Kp +Ki/s+KDs (10)
where Kp, Ki, KD are the proportional, integral and deriva-
tive gains, respectively.
Substituting the previous equation and the PID parallel form
in (9) the resulting characteristic equation is:
F (s) = 1 +Ae−jθ
(
Kp +
Ki
s +KDs
) (
1 e−T s
2 s+1
)
= 0 (11)
where T = 2+ τ , τ stands for the uncertain delay of the network
and 2 s is the dead time of the process. The network delay is
consider as τ = τsc + τc + τca. τc is the controller execution
time. By resorting the stability equations in (11) and letting
KD to be constant the controller parameters are defined by:
KP = (C1D2 − C2D1)/(B1C2 −B2C1)
KI = (D1B2 −D2B1)/(B1C2 −B2C1)
(12)
where : B1 = −Acos(θ1)ω, C1 = Asin(θ1),
D1 = −w −Asin(θ1)KDω
2, B2 = Asin(θ1)ω,
C2 = Acos(θ1), D2 = −2ω
2 −Acos(θ1)KDω
2
(13)
Using (12) and performing the same procedure as in [2] the
locus is plotted and shown in Fig. 4. Initially, T is set 2 s and
KD is fixed as 0.1.
The first boundary, is found by setting A = 1 and θ =
0◦. The stability region has been marked in the figure. The
boundaries for constant margins are also plotted.
As depicted in 4, the point KP = 0.5893,Ki = 0.3017 is
selected to guarantee a phase margin at least of 30◦ and a gain
margin at least of 6 dB.
The system response to a step input for the closed-loop
systems can be found in 5. It can be seen that the system has
a good performance and good rejection to the disturbance. The
margins are PM = 56.5◦ and GM = 9.51 dB. Therefore, the
relative stability of the system fulfils the specified criteria.
Furthermore, the value of T have been changed to T =
2.5 s, T = 3 s and T = 3.5 s. This variation will cover the
mean values of the network delay obtained in section A. The
resultant intersection area is displayed in Fig. 6. The shaded
region represents the admissible parameters for Kp − Ki
that will guarantee at least a phase margin of 30◦ and a gain
Fig. 5. System outputs for robust PID
Fig. 6. Kp − Ki plane for different values of time delay
margin of 6 dB. Based on this plot, a point of Kp = 0.4532
and Ki = 0.24 is selected for the design of the robust PID
controller.
Finally, the system is tested using the TrueTime simulator.
Ts = 0.01s. Results are shown in Fig. 5.
The system presented a sluggish response compared with
the output without delays due to the presence of the delays
and dropouts. In general terms, there is a good disturbance
rejection and good enough set point tracking.
D. A design of an optimal PID controller for NCS with time-
varying delays
An unconstrained optimisation problem is proposed and
solved to find the parameters of a PID controller that mini-
mises a cost function when the system has time-varying delays
and random delays. The approach in [3] is further studied.
Consider the PID controller with parallel structure:
u(t) = kpe(t) + ki
∫ τ
0
e(τ)dτ + kd
de(t)
dt
(14)
This is approximated to a discrete-time PID by using a
backward approximation, a sampling time Ts and a filter for
the derivative part. The algorithm is given by:
u(k) = Kp e(k) + i(k − 1) +Ki Ts e(k) +
Kd
Kd+KpNTs
d(k − 1) +
KpKdN
Kd+KpNTs
[y(k − 1)− y(k)]
(15)
where N is the filtering constant. N is selected to be a fraction
of the derivative time constant Td. To simulate the effect of
the time-varying delay, the delay distribution of the network
has been approximated by a gamma distribution. The gamma
function Γ is defined as follows:
Γ(k) =
∞∫
0
xk−1e−xdx, k ∈ (0,∞) (16)
Fig. 7. Systems outputs for optimal PID
The general gamma distribution with shape parameter k and
scale parameter b is given by:
f(x) = b−k/Γ(k) xk−1e−x/b, x ∈ (0,∞) (17)
The parameters of the gamma distribution were identified
with properties of the network. k is the number of hops
between the first and last node and the rate parameter is defined
as 1/b = k/T , where T is the mean delay. The delay with
gamma probability distribution is generated by an S-function
created in Matlab, that gives the value of the time delay each
sample time.
The tuning of the PID controller is obtained by solving
an optimisation problem. This is based on minimizing a cost
function J. The Optimization Toolbox is used to generate
the cost function and find the minimum value. The function
fminsearch is selected since it finds the local minimum of
the optimisation criterion J. The minimization cost criterion is
chosen to be the ITAE (Integral of Time-weighted Absolute
Error). This cost is given by:
JITAE =
∞∫
0
t |e(t)| dt =
∞∫
0
t|yr(t)− y(t)|dt (18)
where e(t) is the signal error, yr(t) is the reference signal and
y(t) is the system output.
1) Numerical example: Consider the example given in (2).
Tuning by optimisation is carried out by running a script that
calls the functions implemented in Matlab. For k = 3 and
T = 0.135 s, the optimal results for the process are: Kp =
0.4237, Ti = 1.5503 s and Td = 0.1106 s. After some tests
the value of N = 10 is selected for a good response.
Simulations using the TrueTime toolbox and a sampling
time of Ts = 0.008 s are depicted in Fig. 7. The limitation
of the optimal tuning is that it might take several iterations to
find the local minimum.
E. A design of an optimal robust PID controller using the
maximum sensitivity
A constrained optimisation problem is proposed and solved
to find an optimal robust PID controller that guarantees the
robustness of the system subject to time-varying delays. The
robustness is studied using the maximum sensitivity of the
system.
1) Constrained optimisation: The work in [4] proposes a
tuning of discrete-time PID controllers in which the parameters
are found by solving an optimisation problem where the
desired gain and phase margin are set as constraints of the
problem. A similar method is followed in this study, but the
Fig. 8. System outputs for optimal robust PID
maximum sensitivity value is used since the complexity of the
computation is reduced significantly.
The maximum sensitivity is given by:
Ms = maxω|S(jω)| = maxω|1/(1 +Gol(jω))| (19)
This equation defines the sensitivity of the system S and by
limiting its maximum value, good robustness of the system
can be achieved. The lower the value of Ms, the better the
robustness. The PID controller is implemented using (15). The
constrained optimisation problem is formulated as:
min f(x) =
∞∫
0
t|yr(t)− y(t− τ(t), x)|dt
s.t. g(x) = ∅, h(x) =
{
−x+ ε ≤ 0
Ms − 1.4− ε ≤ 0
x = [Kp Ki Kd]
T
∈ Rn
(20)
The minimization cost criterion is chosen to be the ITAE.
Considering constraints, firstly, the PID controller parameters
have to be positive. Secondly, the robustness is guaranteed
if there is at least a maximum sensitivity of Ms = 1.4 [5].
Defining a small positive value ε the inequality constraints are
arranged in the general formulation form.
To simulate the effect of the time delay a Gaussian dis-
tributed random delay with mean µ = 1 and variance σ2 = 0.1
is chosen. Every sampling time, the optimisation algorithm
evaluates the cost function subject to the constraints calculated
with the random delays.
SQP is selected to solve the problem and find the controller
parameters. The Optimization Toolbox of Matlab is used. A
block diagram of the closed-loop system is implemented in
Simulink. In particular, the function fmincon was used to find
the minimum of the cost function.
2) Numerical example: For the process shown in (2), an
optimal PI controller is studied for a random delay. N is
selected with a constant value 10. The optimal results for a
Ts = 0.03 s are: T i = 3.7217 and Kp = 0.3201. The tests
for the TrueTime are performed now. Fig. 8 shows that the
responses have a small overshoot for the simulator with or
without delays.
According to Table I, the optimal PI controller showed a
good performance and robustness to the time-varying delay
and dropouts. However, the optimisation tuning requires seve-
ral iterations to find the optimal parameters.
F. A design of a jitter-aware PID for NCS with time-varying
delays
To address the adverse effect of time-varying delays in NCS,
a robust PID controller has been implemented for a first order
Fig. 9. System outputs for jitter-aware PID
system. A method in [6] has been used in this section where
the AMIGO tuning rules are combined with the maximum time
delay that the system can tolerate. A set of tuning equations
gives the PID parameters that guarantee the robustness of the
system. Consider the following version of the PID:
u = k (byr − yf ) + ki
t∫
0
(yr − yf ) dτ + kd
(
c
dyr
dt
−
dyf
dt
)
(21)
where b and c are the set-point weighting factors. Yf is the
output after the measurement filter.
1) Jitter margin: The variance of the time delay is studied
under the concept of jitter margin. It can be defined as the
maximum time-varying delay that can be increased in the
system without causing instability. Consider a linear time
invariant system with process P (s) and controller C(s). The
control system is perturbed by an uncertain time-varying delay
∆ in the feedback loop. The system is stable for any time
varying delay defined by:
∆(υ) = υ(t− δ(t)), 0 ≤ δ(t) ≤ δmax if (22)∣∣∣∣ P (jω)C(jω)1 + P (jω)C(jω)
∣∣∣∣ < 1δmax ω , ∀ ω ∈ [0,∞[ (23)
where δmax ω is the maximum jitter margin.
2) New tuning rules: The PID parameters for the jitter-
aware controller are found by solving an optimisation problem
where the robustness of the AMIGO rules and the jitter
margin are maximised. The resultant tuning rules for a FOPDT
process are proposed as follows:
k =
1
Kp
0.4T − 0.04L + 0.16

ki =
1
100Kp
−0.11T 3 + 1.5T 2 − 1.5L2 + 0.35T
2 + 4T + 50
L

kd =
1
100Kp
(0.4T 2 + 11T )
(24)
where L is the dead time and T is the time constant of the
process. The controller gains will be set using these rules, and
the remaining parameters will use the AMIGO rules.
3) Numerical example: Consider the first order system
given in (2). A time constant Tf = 0.2 s is used for the filter,
b = 0 and c = 0. Applying (24), the controller parameters are
k = 0.54, ki = 0.3061 and kd = 0.236. The implementation
of the system using the TrueTime Simulator follows the same
configuration than previous tests. The first test has been made
for the process without time-varying delays. Fig. 9 shows the
good performance of the system with a small overshoot.
The response for the time-varying delays shows a slower
and damped response.
G. A design of an optimal immune PID controller for NCS
In this section, an optimal immune PID controller is applied
to a NCS subject to dropouts and time-varying delays. The
immune feedback law proposed in [7] is used in this work
combined with an optimisation problem to find the parameters
of the immune PID controller.
The immune control system is a physiological action that
produces antibodies to combat antigens. The primary compo-
nents of this system are the recognition cells and the killing
cells. When the antigens arrive, recognition cells begin to
multiply themselves at the same time they activate the helper
T cells (TH). Then, the helper T cells activate B cells, which
secrete the antibodies. APC can also activate the suppressor T
cells (TS), which can suppress the secretion of the helper T
cells and the B cells. It can be generalised that the immune
feedback algorithm is mainly based on the feedback regulating
principle of T cell. The principle is as follows: ε(k) is the
amount of antigens at the kth generation and it is defined by:
ε(k) = γε(k − 1)− ukill(k − d) (25)
where ε is the antigen concentration, ukill is the concentration
of the B cells and d is the postmortem interval or the delay
time of immune response. The concentration of the B cells
can be expressed as:
ukill(k) = TH(k)− TS(k) (26)
TH(k) is the output from TH stimulated by the antigens:
TH(k) = K1ε(k) (27)
where K1 is the stimulating factor of TH TS(k) the effect
of TS cells on the B cells. The action from restraining B cell
using T cell is given as:
TS(k) = K2f [∆ukill(k)])ε(k) (28)
where K2 is a suppression factor of TS cell and ∆ukill(k) =
ukill(k−d)−ukill(k−d−1). This is the concentration change
of the B cells. Finally, f(·) is a non-linear function. Then,
mathematical representation of the concentration of B cells is
expressed as:
ukill = K1ε(k)−K2{f [∆ukill(k)]}ε(k) (29)
By selecting the amount of the antigens, ε(k) as the control
error, e(k) and the total stimulation received by B cells, ukill
as the control input u(k), the immune feedback law can be
describe as this:
u(k) = k{(1− ηf [∆u(k)])}e(k) (30)
where k = K1 , η = K2/K1 Therefore, the immune PID con-
trol algorithm can be described by (15), where the proportional
gain is: Kpl = K(1 − ηf [∆u(k)]) Kp. The parameter K is
used to control the response speed, and the parameter η is
used to control the stabilization effect. The function f(·) is
selected as:
f [∆u(k)] = 1− 2/(e−a∆(u) + ea∆(u)), a > 0 (31)
where a is the factor of antibodies concentration.
Fig. 10. System outputs for optimal immune PID
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Control
Algorithm
Jr Jd RT
(s)
OS
(%)
Ms GM
(dB)
PM
(◦)
1. Jitter-aware PID 32 59 7 1 5 3 20
2. Optimal robust PI 25 65 6 5 1 11 77
3. Optimal PID 29 66 6 0 4 3 22
4. Optimal immune
PID
15 54 4 2 3 4 29
5. Smith predictor
(PI)
39 62 5 0 1 25 62
6. Adaptive IMC 65 115 9 3 1 18 Inf.
7. Robust PID 22 64 5 1 3 4 33
1) Numerical example: Consider the first order system with
time delay process in (2). To determine the values of η, a,K
and the PID parameters, a constrained optimisation problem
has been solved using fmincon to find the minimum value for
the function J . The cost function J has been selected as the
ITAE criterion. The time-varying delay has been approximated
by a Gaussian distributed random signal, with mean one and
variance 0.1. N = 10 and sample time Ts = 0.015 s.
The optimal results are: Kp = 0.0812, Ti = 0.4105 s, Td =
0.9716 s, a = 0.0567, η = 3.1767 and K = 6.7486. The
system is tested using the TrueTime simulator.
In Fig. 10 the closed-loop response for the system when
no time delays are presented. The simulation shows that
the control action of the optimal immune PID brings the
system smoothly to the set point with no overshoot. It rejects
the disturbance applied at time t = 25 . The results of
the experiment with time delays showed a slower response
compared with the output without time delays. This is because
the controller had to compensate the lack of information. In
general terms, there is a good disturbance rejection and good
enough set point tracking despite the presence of time delays
and dropouts.
II. CONCLUSION
Seven control methods for high dropouts and time-varying
delays are studied in this work. Fig. 11 shows the comparison
of these methods. Results also shows performance evaluation
based on ITAE cost function values for servo (Jr) and regu-
latory control Jd. Rising time (RT) and maximum overshoot
(OS) are also given. The steady state errors are small except
for the Smith predictor and the Adaptive IMC which values
are 0.024 and 0.027, respectively. Considering robustness,
the following values are presented: the maximum sensitivity
(Ms), gain and phase margin. All these robustness indices are
summarised in Table I.
The methodology of the optimal immune PID offers the
best performance and also a good robustness. Moreover, the
Fig. 11. Comparison all methods
difficulty of choosing the adequate values has been overcome
with optimisation method.
The jitter-aware PID and the robust PID shows less robust-
ness than the other robust methods studied here. The only
limitation of the robust PID is that robustness of the proposed
tuning method is not sustained for long time-varying delays.
From the optimal controllers, the optimal PID has one of
the best performances. It is also robust when optimally tuned
only in performance sense. On the other hand, the optimal
robust PI presented good margins of robustness and guaranteed
Ms = 1.4.
From the model based controllers, the Smith predictor
gave the best performance with faster rising time and lower
overshoot. It presents a good robustness too. Therefore, there
is a good prediction for slow changes in the network. On the
contrary, the adaptive IMC presented the poorest performance
and robustness. This is a result of a sluggish control signal
which does not yield good control action under the adverse
network conditions.
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